The blueprint for the denim industry
From mills to runways, Rivet has a pulse on the game-changing designers,
innovators and retailers influencing the future of the global denim market.
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CONTENT
Rivet readers are always kept informed on what’s now and what’s next in the
fast moving denim industry, from the raw materials transforming collections
through the bestsellers driving retail sales—and everything in between.
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ONLINE
The denim market is constantly reinventing itself for an ever-changing
global consumer with fresh designs, the latest innovations and new
practices—and rivetandjeans.com is the one-stop resource for daily
updates on what’s happening and what’s on the horizon.
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BLACK LIVES MATTER
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RIVET MAGAZINE

MASK ON
NO. 10 / OCTOBER 2020

Rivet magazine covers the denim industry from inseams to finishes. Each edition puts a spotlight on the issues that are most
relevant to the market today from multiple angles including feauturized news pieces, styled shoots to in-depth conversations
with key players. Whether talking to the makers or the end consumer, Rivet offers unique access and perspective.
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HOW THE FASHION
INDUSTRY IS TAKING STEPS
TO RIGHT ITS WRONGS.
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Print Issues

Digital Issues

April & October
Reflecting the growing number of season-less collections,
this issue will also take a season-less outlook by examining
big picture ideas that are looming over a denim industry
that is hungry for change.

June
Sustainability and CSR are often used interchangeably,
and indeed their efforts go hand-in-hand in creating a
positive impact on people and the planet. This digital issue
will highlight the human side of denim and the initiatives
created by mills and brands to support their workers,
communities and the environment. The issue will also
debut “Icons,” a new section that honors an industry legend.
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eorge Floyd was killed by police
on May 25 during the height of the
Covid-19 pandemic. And while this
moment in time may appear to have
little to do with the denim industry,
his death served as a social turning
point for virtually every community—fashion included.
News of Floyd’s murder ricocheted through the social media feeds of a world audience suddenly held captive
thanks to quarantine, shifting individuals’ and corporations’ attention almost entirely to the Black Lives Matter
(BLM) movement. Throughout fashion, Instagram feeds
went dark, brands postponed scheduled product drops
and global corporations made sizable contributions to diversity programs and outlined their initiatives to do better. Even those that had never previously taken a stand on
current events were catapulted into the conversation or
met with extreme backlash because of their silence.
In the wake of Floyd’s murder, it was no longer
enough to simply not be racist—individuals and companies alike are being called on to be actively anti-racist.
“I think it can be very jarring for a lot of these big
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November
This digital issue will spotlight the ways in which
denim brands and the supply chain have focused their
sustainability efforts on working toward achieving net
zero environmental footprints, and why net positive may
become the next industry-wide effort.

RIVET EDIT CALENDAR
January

May

September

FOCUS AREAS: 2021 forecast

FOCUS AREAS: Supply chain innovation; retail technology

FOCUS AREAS: Fashion week coverage

RIVET 50 DAY

ROUNDTABLE: Redesigning Denim

FOCUS AREAS: Denim brand news; Black History Month

June

October

ROUNDTABLE: Selling Safety

FOCUS AREAS: Inclusivity & diversity; Summer denim

FOCUS AREAS: Sustainability

RIVET MAGAZINE DIGITAL ISSUE: People Power & ICONS

RIVET MAGAZINE & RIVET 50

March

PUBLISH DATE: JUNE 1

PUBLISH DATE: OCTOBER 1

FOCUS AREAS: Fashion week coverage;

ROUNDTABLE: The Democratization of Denim

February

Women’s History Month
ROUNDTABLE: Women in Denim

November
July

FOCUS AREAS: Supply chain innovation;

FOCUS AREAS: Made in USA denim; Vintage/resale market

Generation Alpha

April

RIVET MAGAZINE DIGITAL ISSUE:

FOCUS AREAS: Sustainability

August

PUBLISH DATE: NOVEMBER 1

RIVET MAGAZINE

FOCUS AREAS: Brand news; Back-to-school

ROUNDTABLE: Chasing Net-Zero

PUBLISH DATE: APRIL 1
ROUNDTABLE: One Year Later: COVID-19

December
FOCUS AREAS: Year in Review
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Net Zero

WEBINAR CALENDAR
Selling Safety

Rivet 50 Day

FEBRUARY

MAY

Denim mills and brands are responding to the heightened awareness of health, safety
and wellness by applying new antiviral and antimicrobial finishing technologies to jeans.
In a digital roundtable, experts discuss the scope of these treatments, their testing and
the language that is required to sell garments treated with these technologies.

2020 Rivet 50 honorees come together for Rivet 50 Day, a half-day digital event anchored by panel
discussions on topics like supply chain innovation, the new retail landscape and denim’s place in the
slow fashion movement.

The Democratization of Denim
Beyond Rosie the Riveter

JUNE

MARCH

Though denim is often described as a fabric for all, the demographic makeup of jeanswear companies
has not always represented denim’s diverse appeal. That’s changing. In a roundtable discussion, denim
executives responsible for diversity efforts discuss the initiatives in place to promote more equal work
environments and hiring practices, and how their companies are supporting underrepresented groups.

For Women’s History Month, Rivet shines a spotlight on the achievements women have
made in the denim industry. In a virtual roundtable, women leaders will discuss the
challenges they conquered, the lessons they learned and what they’re doing to support the
next generation of women leaders in denim.

Chasing Net-Zero
One Year Later: Covid
APRIL

A year after the Covid-19 pandemic changed the way the denim industry conducts business
forever, denim experts reflect on how the crisis magnified weak spots in the supply chain
and what the industry is doing to come out of the pandemic stronger and more efficient.
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November
In an effort to clean up its dirty reputation, the denim industry is making inroads to eliminate its
environmental footprint by using renewable energy, biodegradable components and recycled water.
In a roundtable discussion, players from across the denim industry share why “net-zero” is more than a
buzzword, and why “net-positive” may be the only way forward.
*Companion to November issue

WEBINAR CALENDAR
Redesigning Denim
SEPTEMBER

Since launching in 2019, the Ellen MacArthur’s Jean Redesign have become one of the most
widely-adopted set of guidelines for a more circular future. But what’s next? In an online
panel, denim mills and brands discuss the effectiveness of the initiative, the challenges that
remain and present the results of their first collections that follow the guidelines.
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LOOK BOOK
In Season
MAY & NOVEMBER

With shows on hold, the market has lost an essential element of community
and tactility. In Season is a visual guide to the next season’s of denim
fabrics that serves as a substitute showcase for buyers and brands. The look
book is a catalog of the latest denim fabrics and trims from businesses
both large and small as well as a trend guide for the coming season.

On fashion trends: Our focus has remained on elevating
our core denim products and creating innovation to make
them versatile so they can be adopted in both fashion and
basic styles.
On the status of stretch denim: Stretch denim makes up a
big part of the jeans business, and it continues to be a part of
our collection. Keeping in mind the comeback of the flared
bootleg and reimagined skinny jean, we are introducing the
Flexy 3.0 series. It comprises of super soft stretch, with little to no compression. The demand for stretch fabrics also
inspired our development team to include biodegradable
stretch in our collection for the conscious buyer who wants
sustainable stretch options.

A R T I S T I C FA B R I C M I L L S .C O M

On staying in touch with clients: We have been fully accessible via digital platforms. Prior to the lockdown, we had
invested in digitization, both to communicate with our buyers as well as showcase our collections virtually. —Liz Warren

MILLS / 7
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F/W 21-22
DENIM & TRIMS LOOK BOOK
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IN SEASON: F/W 21-22

stretch and continue to develop our BioYarn range that includes natural fibers such as hemp, soy, linen and bamboo.
These are used in combination with more traditional fibers
like organic cotton, recycled cotton, Tencel and modal to
achieve new blends and better performance.

IN SEASON

IN SEASON
US DENIM
PA K I S TA N
On the F/W 21-22 season: One of the most
exciting developments of the season is Reborn, a
100 percent recycled denim fabric. Every ingredient of this fabric is sustainable and has stretch. It’s
made with recycled cotton from post-consumer
waste and post-industrial waste, recycled polyester and recycled elastane, and it is dyed with aniline-free dyes from Archroma and shades are laser
friendly as well.
Our 100 percent Ciclo Terylene Clean Fiber,
a biodegradable polyester, is another exciting development. This fiber is made in recycled polyester
and it is 70 percent more biodegradable than untreated, regular polyester. In fact, textiles embedded with this fiber become a valuable source of
soil-matter and bio-gas.
On addressing consumer needs: Medical textiles are becoming more important in the market and we have developed antimicrobial denim,
which is also anti-odor.
On how the mill is responding to clients’ requests: We continue to see interest in authentic
and sustainable products. With Raw Hue, we
have a new range of fabrics in rich indigo and
sulfur shades with authentic denim character.
Garments made in the fabrics can be raw or rinse
washed because the fabrics have soft handle.
There’s no need for heavy laundries, meaning
they are sustainable as well.
In Authentic Soft Denim, we have incorporated regenerated plant-based fibers with some
special weaves and fabric finishing treatments to
give that extra softness without losing the authentic denim character and fabric strength.
On how the mill is addressing sustainability:
We are adding Repreve Our Ocean, a new recycled
fiber developed by Unifi that uses plastic waste
collected from coastlines to recycle it into polyester fiber. We are also using WaterSave Dyeing,
a technique developed in-house, that allows us to
save up to 50 percent of water in the dyeing stage

compared to normal dyeing techniques.
On a corporate level, we’re working on several sustainability projects, including the installation
of a 4 MW solar power plant. And our facilities are
getting a technology upgrade with more laser machines and a new, more water and energy efficient
UP Laundry system by Tonello to ensure significant resource savings in laundries.
On performance fibers: [One of the more notable fibers in the line] is hemp, which is sustainable, antimicrobial, anti-odor, thermal insulation
and UV resistant. Our SmartSpun denim is made
from cottonized hemp fiber, which is gaining popularity as a soft, comfortable, natural alternative
fiber to cotton. It is a highly sustainable fiber as it
uses 86 percent less water than cotton during its
growth and its yield is also 200 percent more per
acre as compared to regular cotton.

On the status of stretch denim: Stretch denim has very significant importance in the denim
market and we have a diversified product range in
both authentic stretch and modern stretch. Currently, skinny authentic jeans with more than 40
percent stretch is gaining in the market and we
have developed many different products for this
direction. —AV

USDENIMMILLS.COM

On fashion trends: We serve the fashion market
with [several trends], but if you talk about one
clear focus of our product development process
then that would be to increase sustainable fabric
options for our customers without losing the authentic character of denim.
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RIVET 50

RIVET 50
ONLINE

Rivet’s Influential 50 is an index of the most creative and forward-thinking leaders
driving the global jeanswear industry. The Influential 50 represent the upward direction
the denim community strives for with each new collection, innovation and technology.

RIVET 50
IN PRINT

23

RIVET'S TOP 50 MOVERS AND SHAKERS IN
THE DENIM INDUSTRY IN 2020
RIVET 50 SERVES AS AN INDEX of the forward-thinking leaders driving change in the global
denim marketplace. This year, those individuals were nominated and chosen by the denim
industry. More than 12,000 online votes determined who made the list. From philanthropic
executives to slow fashion designers, here's a look at who is influencing denim in 2020.
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n
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Supply Chain
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RIVET’S ICONS
Few garments are as iconic as a pair of blue jeans, but they didn’t achieve icon status on their
own. Rivet’s ICONS celebrates the masterminds behind the global denim industry. Each year,
ICONS will recognize the career achievements of an industry veteran—someone who may have
broken the mold in design, pioneered processes or brought sustainability to the forefront of
denim manufacturing.
A dedicated section of Rivet’s June issue will share their story through a photo-driven editorial
that encompasses an interview with the ICON as well as commentary from their peers and
colleagues—past and present.
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